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Wider Context



Welcome & Introductions

This is the final Show and Tell for Phase 2 of 
the SENA (Societal Early Need App) project, 
funded by the MHCLG Local Digital Fund. 

This project started during the call for ideas 
to help mitigate the impact of COVID. We are 
going to talk about:-

- What led to the idea and Phase 1.
- What we have done in the 4 sprints of 

Phase 2.
- What we are planning to do next. 



What we did before SENA Phase 2

Prior Work

Before COVID we had been looking at 
demand on our support services such as 
homelessness prevention. 

- Life journey maps of people using our 
services.

- Looking at common factors between 
people needing our help. 

- Trying to improve signposting to 
support services for users and 
creating a single digital front door.

- Mapped demand for different services 
into different places.

SENA Phase 1

Phase 1 focused on three things: -

1. More user journey maps to validate costs 
and common factors. 

2. Development of risks models to try to see 
if there were leading indicators that 
could predict crisis. 

3. Looking into data sharing between 
organisation to support the execution of 
the risk model.

What we learnt: -

● Data sharing is near impossible between 
organisations currently.

● Our risk models need more work. 



What are we working on and why?
Testing and designing an end to 
end service and the supporting 
technology that improves access to 
supporting services by residents. 

- Service which help directly 
(food banks);

- Capability building services;
- Holistic services that help 

solve all of the issues.

We can’t aggregate the data we 
have to a point where we can 
predict and hence be proactive. So 
we have to ask people and then 
help them find all the support the 
need to achieve better outcomes. 



Why is this “new”?

Digital service finders are NOT new, everyone seems to have at least one.

What's different for SENA? ….

….Features

● Try to understand people's situation and suggest services that will help them. 
● Improve the user experience, by developing direct referrals. 
● Building in risk modelling to trigger pro-active engagement by our team. 
● Working with our partners (charities etc) to make the tool help them in delivering their 

holistic services.

….Approach

❖ Trying to work closes to build the system in partnership with other organisations.
❖ Engaging with users of all types to find out what works for them. 



SENA Phase 2
What we have done



Objectives for Phase 2

 
Service Blueprinting 

● Problem: How can different 
organisation work together 
and share data to effectively 
deliver support.  

● Output: A co-designed with 
ROs service blueprint for the 
end to end solution that is 
compatible with data sharing 
and scaling.   

● Issues: Need engagement 
with many organisations 
when they are all extremely 
busy.

Development Backlog 
● Problem: Need to be confident 

that we understand the costs 
and timescales to build a 
scalable, standards based 
solution.  

● Output: A detailed 
development backlog that 
builds on the LifeRay 
OpenSource code base.  

● Issues: Need implementable 
version of SAVII standards.



Delivery Plan for Phase 2

Delivery split into:-

● Sprint 0: Getting everyone up to speed and into a team.
● Sprint 1: Focus on user research, understanding who we need to talk to and what we 

want to ask them.
● Sprint 2: Defining the detailed use cases and developing the service blueprint.
● Sprint 3: Working with partners to go through the details of the blueprint and gain 

input and feedback.
● Sprint 4: Develop a technical design for delivering the solution and capturing this in 

the form of backlog. 
● Post-Sprint: Tidying everything up and publishing it. 

Also working on risk models and benefits models.



User Research - Our objectives

Overall objective: Test planned approach of digital engagement with citizens to make sure 
we are building something that they would be happy to use

Sprint 1: Know how we will engage with citizens for user research and who we will engage with

Sprint 2: Understand how citizens prefer to tell us the information we need about their situation and recent impactful 

events

Sprint 3: Understand how citizens want to see information about services that can support them and if they want an 

“account”

Sprint 4: Understand how citizens want to access support services and attitudes on consent to information sharing



User Research - What we did

Sprint 1 - planning: Know how we will engage with citizens for user research and who we will engage with

Sprint 2 - developing materials and recruiting participants: Understand how residents might prefer to 

tell us the information we need (about their situation and recent impactful events) by talking to HDC and RO SMEs, to 
inform development of the collateral to be used for User Research/Testing in Sprints 3 & 4. Recruit UR/UT participants.

Sprint 3 - conduct user research/testing: Interview citizens to test and understand: 1) How they might prefer 

to tell us the information that we need. 2) Whether they are comfortable giving consent to share their information with 
partners (and for partners to provide information back to us about interactions/outcomes etc). 3) How they want to see 
information about the support services identified. 4) Whether they want 'customer account/profile' functionality (e.g. 
their information is saved and can be accessed/updated by them).

Sprint 4 - analyse and write up findings: Proto-Personas & Exploratory User Journeys, User Testing Summary



User Research - What we learnt



Service Blueprinting - Our Objectives

Working with key stakeholders to co-design a service blueprint for the SENA tool.

Exploring critical elements of the self-serve and assisted digital use of the tool, including:

● Different journeys for assessing needs and accessing services.
● Alternative models for signposting and referring to services.
● Options for anonymous and signed-in use of the service.
● Considerations for data sharing and inter-agency messaging.

Aligning this work with the technical architecture and product backlog development.



Service Blueprinting - What we did

● Worked with ROs and other community organisations through individual interviews, 
two co-design workshops and an online survey

● Talked to organisations working on similar projects to see how we could best align 
efforts

● Created a central research board with everything we discovered
● Developed a service blueprint with the findings and insights from this work
● Built an ecosystem map using Kumu and a spreadsheet of organisations and services 

to help understand the local provision landscape



Service Blueprinting - Co-Design



Service Blueprinting - Research



Service Blueprinting - Iterations



Service Blueprinting - Iterations



Service Blueprinting - Ecosystem



Service Blueprinting - What we learnt

● ROs, other service providers and community organisations have clear uses for the tool 
in supporting residents.

● Delivering on these uses will not only support those organisations but will also help 
HDC to build a more useful self-serve tool.

● The self-serve tool would provide a much-needed alternative for residents who are 
uncomfortable talking to a person about their situation.

● Close collaboration with partners is essential in making sure that the tool is useful 
rather than an additional burden.

● There are real challenges around elements like data sharing and referrals but there is 
also a real drive to make these things work.



Risk Modelling - Our objectives 

● We want to help address the issues citizens might have by using a 
scoring model to identify their needs and match them to solutions via 
a digital platform - helping more people in a more effective way. 

● To understand if information about circumstances could be used to 
assess needs and generate a score, to determine the right level of 
support to offer.

● To provide a consistent approach to service provision using a digital 
tool.



Risk Modelling - What we did 

LGA Model

Links needs, circumstance and 
service types provided by Local 
Government.

Testing 

Journey Maps

Resident Advice Team

Identified Gaps



Risk Modelling - What we learnt 

● The type of need the citizen has is important but so too is its urgency 

and intensity 

● To make sure that the SENA solutions will fully support the citizen, we 

need to consider eligibility criteria or constraints

● Circumstances, needs and services should be easy to understand and 

recognisable for citizens

● User research suggested that the amount of questions shown in testing 

was not excessive although this needs further investigating

● Developing a scoring matrix for needs will be challenging

● Scoring thresholds will change depending on demand and capacity for 

a service



Community Partnership - Laying the ground 
work

● At the start of the pandemic, identification of 15 ‘Recognised Organisations’ across the 
District - Established community/ voluntary sector groups willing to offer support to 
residents;

● Fortnightly meetings with these groups have continued and there is a clear commitment from 
them to want to work in this way;

● Recognition by volunteers that when residents do finally present to them for help and 
support, they have often been struggling for a number of months if not longer; 

● Creation of dedicated site to help, guide and support residents to the services that they may 
need all in one place - www.wearehuntingdonshire.org 

● Acknowledgement that through outbound targeted calls throughout 2020, many of our 
vulnerable/ at risk residents are ‘hidden’ meaning they are not known to or engaged with any 
services, community groups or organisations.

● Led to the development of the Resident Advice Team - Transformational piece of work both 
internally within the District Council and externally to our customers to change residents’ 
perception of the Local Authority.

http://www.wearehuntingdonshire.org


Community Partnership - Making it fit

● Covid has allowed us the opportunity to respond at pace for our desire to make 
Huntingdonshire a ‘Good Place’ where residents have a ‘Good Start’ and experience 
‘Good Health’ and ‘Good Work’;

● Recognition that things will not return to how they were pre-Covid and that 
communities have the ability to achieve change if given the tools to do so;

● Food Network and ROs awarded funding to help provide food, fuel and essential items 
on the front line;

● Dedicated annual Community Chest of £50k during 2020/21 to support community to 
respond and recover from the impacts of Covid;

● Community/ voluntary groups on the whole report their residents as experiencing the 
same needs, issues and wants but struggle with the many offers;

● Recognised need that a centralised and current offer accessible by all would ensure 
that residents find the necessary help or support either by themselves or with the help 
of service providers and that the offer is consistent across the District/ County.



Technical Architecture & Backlog: Objectives

Identify candidate solution 
components03

● What existing open source components can we reuse?
● What Open Standards based solutions can we reuse?
● Where do we need to develop new open source code?

Define a high level technical 
architecture02 ● What logical components are needed for the Service 

Blueprint

Define the backlog of epics and 
user stories01 ● So that needs identified in user research are met

● So that Service Blueprint and TA are connected



Technical Architecture & Backlog: What we did



Technical Architecture & Backlog: Products 1/3



Technical Architecture & Backlog: Products 2/3



Technical Architecture & Backlog: Products 3/3



SENA Phase 2
Whats left to do



Summing it up

The project is committed to creating three final outputs which will be published on our 
projects website. 

A Service Blueprint
A comprehensive service 
blueprint that covers the 
different use cases we 
need to cover created 
working with our 
partners. 

A Technical Design
An architecture and set of 
user stories that describe 
how we would 
implement the blueprint 
and provide a backlog 
with an MVP and a 
further roadmap.

A Business Case
An understand of the 
costs of building, 
implementing and 
running the different 
versions of the solution 
and the benefits we think 
they can realise.

https://huntingdonshire-projects.org/sena-phase-2-2/


Planning our next steps

What comes next...

… an Alpha looking to define, 
do the detailed design and go 
live with an MVP?

● Need partners that represent the full system to make this work, upper tier + lower tier (or 
Unitary).

● Need existing engagement with others (NHS, Charities etc) so can join up the existing 
solutions to be more user centric. 

● Need a compelling business case and clear delivery model.

… further Discovery around 
the complexity of the 
ecosystem in this space and 
how to create system wide 
solutions?



Thank you 
& 
Questions


